preface

Post-9/11 Noir
september lrth, 2oo1 has redefined the words, images and hermeneutical capacity
of_our artificially constructed cognitive environment. This journal fuses several articles that
relate to this process of redefinition, one that is inherently dark and shrouded in uncertainty. For the last seven years, the American population has been beguiled into a problematic
flux; we have become keen observers of critical change yet we are perpetually controlled by
a-structured response that seeks to strenghten social conditions tlat have ruptured chaini
of empire for thousands of years. gf Ltwas uniquely polemical and disguised ai a logical response-to the public execution of three tlousand lives, the ideologicai rejoinder supported
the radical absence of Western hospitality towards the Midrlle-Eastern 'dther' and encouraged the naturalization of aberrant malevolence. This separation posits a difference, a true
chiaroscuro that we are meant to internalize in order to sustain the questionable agendas of
the state' To place this conflict succinctly, we are living in a world defined by contiasts, one
so irrecoverably controlled by polemical discourses that it has become the only way to ,effectively'register our modern culture. The articles herein are in dialogue with this paiadigm,
as they seek to encourage the skepticism of an increasingly nefarious post-g/u ideological
ctnter. They ask us to question this 'black and white' society and in turn, iepair the acute
disconnect from r:ur landscape that this bleak and sinister peiiod in history hai created.
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here also is the Accents of Life: a collection devoted to the people
and area's ordinarily overlooked in modern American society. These various entities are not
items located on the cultural periphery. On the contrary, the elements are part and parcel of
the whole social experience, subtly adding and manipulating in a manner worth highlighting
here as "accents" oir "flourishes." Thus each piece included aims to explain, exemplify, call
attention to, or even denounce a specific social accent. Notably, several works deal explicitly
with accents that have developed as a direct result of the changes in American culfure since
the september 11, 2OO1 terrorist attacks. However, the gloomy post-september u aura provides a backdrop^of without wholly dominating the discourse-a position.as refl-ected in the
the articles herein. The main thrust remains an exposition of the cultural
varied attitudes
flourishes in American societY.
First we address the role of the Intellectual in our society. Between the two articles,
we arrive at the Intellectual as an identity and laden with responsibility. The current public
Intellectual, a far cry from academic irrelevancy, can function asa justifier of the cormpt elite
or the informer of the masses. The latter situates the Intellectual as a beneficial investigatory
tool of society, whereas being a mouthpiece of the corrupt_exploits-the p r,hlict need to know.
Thus how the individual Intellectual pursues his or her subjects inherently affects the society
for better or worse, yielding the Intellectual a privileged position-capable ofwidespread influence. The Intelleciual role operates like a beacon of knowledge for the culture at large, a person expected to be exemplary and refereutial as a benchmark enabling changes for everyone
else.
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Apart from tl-re role of a person, we move intg the fun9tign of images. Pictures or-

dinarily passed over as incide-ntal and average actually p{ovide discursive power over the
..,"ietv uiilizine them. We find repetition intentionally dulls sensation of the image enough
io ,-.n'd". uny ribjugating content appear natural. The tme significance ofthis theme resides
in the pervaiivenesi; these images highlight social tendencies_ and manipulate preferences

under the guise of mere commonplace pictorials..
while operating
^
Finallfwe delve into the realm of literature to examine_language's pow-er to corrupt
and alter. In this manner a person by default ofhis or her social dialect may be altered for the
worse into an ill-fitting and undesirable role. A socially-recognized identity is contingent on
lansuase to describe ind define that role even when the inadequacy of naming comes into
ptui. fiur the derogative influence of linguistic constructs provides a poignant view on the
iimited validity of so-called identity in our culture.
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second year of a ph.d in english at the sihoofof literatures, languages and cultures
at the university of edinburgh, uk. his doctoral project considers the poetic theory
and practice of t.e. hulme, with particular reference to hulme,s contribution to the
development of modernist aesthetics as well as the relation between academic philosophy and modernist poetry in the early twentieth century and in the
aesthetic
theory of jacques ranciere.

